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Introduction

Course Director
Mark J. Ratain, MD 
The University of Chicago
USA

Dear Participant,

The complex landscape of oncology drug development is moving away from traditional 
dosing based on toxicity. As conventional strategies are becoming obsolete, it is vital 
for industry professionals to keep abreast of the novel approaches and modern tools 
that are becoming available in the development of anticancer drugs.

This advanced course will focus on new directions in drug development strategies 
and will include discussion on drug combinations, immunotherapy, and oral dosing 
regimens. Mathematical approaches will be introduced, including studies on 
pharmacodynamic biomarkers and pharmacometric modelling of efficacy and toxicity. 

We believe this is a unique opportunity for you to optimize your professional 
performance and practice in an ever-changing and antagonistic landscape.

Welcome to the ECADDCP course.

Traditional oncology dosing paradigms focused on maximally tolerated dosage are no longer appropriate 
in the context of immunotherapy and target-based therapeutics. Virtually all new oncology drugs 
have a maximal effective concentration, yet oncology drug development continues to utilize outdated 
clinical trial design with little attention to key clinical pharmacology issues (i.e., pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics), particularly in the context of immunotherapy and oral drug delivery. 

This course aims to fill that gap through a combination of lectures and breakout sessions with thought leaders in oncology drug 
development and clinical pharmacology in an intimate setting

Course objectives
This course aims to:
• educate oncologists and clinical pharmacologists, 

particularly those working in industry, regarding emerging 
concepts in anticancer drug development and clinical 
pharmacology

• provide an opportunity for course participants to consult 
confidentially with thought leaders in oncology drug 
development and clinical pharmacology

• facilitate networking among course participants with 
thought leaders in the field

Learning objectives
At the conclusion of the activity, participants will be able to:
• define appropriate strategies for identification of the 

optimal therapeutic dose (and/or schedule) of a drug 
alone, or in combination with other drugs

• identify appropriate tools, such as biomarkers, 
pharmacometrics, and simulation, to address common 
problems in oncology drug development

• interpret clinical pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic 
results in the context of preclinical drug metabolism and 
pharmacokinetic data
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General information
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Modules

1. The clinical and economic importance of optimizing dose and schedule
Mark Ratain, The University of Chicago

2. Placing preclinical drug metabolism and pharmacokinetic data in context
Magnus Ingelman-Sundberg, Karolinska Institutet

3. Redefining the primary objective of phase 1 trials
Ruth Plummer, Newcastle University

4. Clinical endpoints useful for guiding early clinical development
Jaap Verweij, Erasmus Medical Centre

5. Pharmacometrics for the nonpharmacometrician
Lena Friberg, Uppsala University

6. Using genetic and pharmacokinetic data from early clinical trials to guide  
subsequent clinical development

Magnus Ingelman-Sundberg, Karolinska Institutet

7. Optimizing the use of pharmacodynamic biomarkers
Mark Ratain, The University of Chicago

8. Trial designs for the development of combinations of an investigational drug  
and a marketed drug

Jaap Verweij, Erasmus Medical Centre

9. Special challenges for the development of immunotherapy drugs and combinations
Ruth Plummer, Newcastle University

10. Use of clinical trial simulation in oncology drug development
Lena Friberg, Uppsala University
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Pricing

The first module of this course is FREE.

Upon completion of module 1, you can choose to purchase 
the whole course or pay as you go.

We are happy to answer any questions 
you might have in relation to this course. 

We look forward to hearing from you.

Conny Lay
Online Education Manager

Office:  +31 30 230 144
Email: conny.lay@vironet.com

INDUSTRY FEES

Per module €180.00

Entire course €995.00

ACADEMIA FEES

Per module €50.00

Entire course €395.00

For more information,  
please contact us at:

Virology Education
Biltstraat 106
3572 BJ Utrecht
the Netherlands

www.virology-education.com
info@vironet.com 
+31 30 230 7140


